
From Outer Substance to Inner Warmth
A Medical Section Residential Workshop

Thursday 27th October 2022,2pm to Sunday 30th October 2022,1pm

The Mount Camphill Community, Wadhurst, Sussex TN5 6PT

This long-standing annual, residential meeting is for members of the School of
Spiritual Science from the wider field of Medicine, Curative Education and Social
Therapy and those who are interested to collaborate with the Medical Section from
other fields such as Education, Agriculture and the Arts.

We will be joined by Dr Broder von Laue in our study of Rudolf Steiner's lecture
cycle ‘Harmony of the Creative Word’(Oct/Nov 1923, GA230; ISBN-13 978-
1855840980). This year our central focus rests with lecture 11 which we invite you
to familiarize yourselves with prior to our meeting.

Rudolf Steiner reminds us in lecture 11 that nothing of the outer world must remain
as it is when it enters the human being. As an example, in the human being the
mineral element must be transformed into warmth ether and only then can human
mineral substance such as bone be built.

In our effort to come to a living imagination and understanding of the ‘Harmony of
the Creative Word’ cycle, we aim to combine our central lecture study with
peripheral work on the preceding lectures. This year we encourage ourselves, if we
can, to prepare for the meeting by looking at lecture 4, 5, 6 and to find our individual
image for each of these.

There will be eurythmy, walks in nature and plant study all weaving into our theme
of inner human metamorphosis and substance transformation.



To further illuminate our lecture study, we will this year work on the first and the
third Tablet of the School of Spiritual Science. In the third Tablet a yearning for the
essential being of Christ is linked to our human task of awakening spirit in dying
matter.

The Mount Meeting is also an opportunity for people that feel a connection with the
Medical Section to find out more about the work of the School of Spiritual Science.
We are particularly interested to welcome new participants. Kindly note: Anyone
who is not yet a member of the School of Spiritual Science but who would like to
attend, please contact Hazel Adams (T: 0117 914 1030 email:
adams.hc@googlemail.com) or Ursula Browning (T: 01453 750137;
urs2browning@hotmail.com) for a clarifying conversation.
A programme will be emailed to participants nearer to the time.
For general questions about the meeting, please contact us by email below.

We look forward to hearing from you,
Susanne Koszyk and Rainer Klocke
s.koszyk@hotmail.com
rklocke27@gmail.com

See next page for registration
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Registration - From Outer Substance to Inner Warmth
Thursday 27th October 2022 at 2pm to Sunday 30th October 2022 at
1pm

The Mount Camphill Community, Wadhurst, Sussex TN5 6PT

We have capacity for 25 participants. The Mount has 12 rooms
available, some of which can be shared. Rooms will be allocated on a
first-come-first-serve basis.

Please contact Susanne Koszyk on s.koszyk@hotmail.com or phone
on 07887483253 to register your place or for questions about
registration.

Costs:

Single Room (including full board catering and conference fee) £240
(concession: £220)
Double Room (including full board catering and conference fee) £220
(concession: £200)
Conference only (including catering, except breakfast)
£160 (concession: £140)

Concessionary rates are self-assessed.

Payment Details:
ACCOUNT TITLE: Association of Anthroposophical Therapeutic Arts
Sort Code 089299
Account Number 6543918200
Please reference your online payment with your initials plus MOUNT
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